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Request for Proposals 
COVID-19 Community Corps Support 

 
The New Jersey Department of Health (DOH) seeks a contractor to manage the COVID-19 
Community Corps (Corps). The Corps is a community canvassing program dedicated to 
increasing vaccination rates in minority and underserved communities through targeted outreach, 
vaccine education, and vaccination assistance. The Corps will deliver these support services in 
designated communities across the State to help combat misinformation and vaccine hesitancy in 
the State’s vulnerable populations, and get more residents vaccinated. The Corps will also help 
register and schedule residents in the NJ Vaccine Scheduling System (NJVSS), assist with 
second dose appointment reminders, and direct residents to mobile and community vaccination 
clinics where applicable.  
 
Contractors must submit proposals to centralprocurement@doh.nj.gov by 12 PM EST on 
Wednesday, May 5,2021. 
 
The Corps will use varied communication mechanisms including, but not limited to, door-to-
door canvassing, phone calls, text messaging, and social media. This will all help NJ reach its 
goal of vaccinating 70% of eligible residents by the end of June, and support efforts to ensure the 
demographic makeup of those vaccinated aligns with the demographics of the State’s diverse 
population. 
 
Corps members are responsible for supporting community members throughout their vaccination 
journey through four key actions:  

1. Sharing COVID-19 Information 
a. Answer questions and share latest information about: 

i. Safety practices – such as wearing masks and physical distancing 
ii. Testing 

iii. Contact tracing and quarantine guidelines 
iv. Vaccination 

b. Correct misinformation and address cultural stigma related to vaccinations  
2. Assisting with vaccination journey  

a. Help community members: 
i. Use online registration systems (e.g., NJVSS to register and schedule a 

vaccine appointment 
ii. Identify where closest Point of Dispensing Sites (PODS)are and how to 

get there 
iii. Share messaging on second dose reminders 
iv. Conduct follow-ups with those registered 

3. Tracking user experience 
a. Provide feedback to the State on: 

i. Experience of community members with vaccination program 
ii. Best practices to increase vaccinations across vulnerable populations 

iii. Overall vaccine sentiment and hesitancy  
4. Conducting proactive outreach  

mailto:centralprocurement@doh.nj.gov


a. Conduct proactive outreach (in person and virtually) to educate hard-to-reach and 
vulnerable populations on COVID-19 and community-based vaccination 
opportunities  

b. Provide information on support services to access vaccines (e.g., transportation) 
 
The Corps will use varied outreach approaches, including in-person and virtual activities. In 
addition to traditional door-to-door canvassing, Corps members should also be prepared to 
support the following: 
 

• Establishing COVID-19 Community Resource Stations: COVID-19 Community 
Resource Stations will be located in high traffic locations (e.g., supermarkets, salons, 
public transportation locations) and will involve Corps members actively addressing 
questions related COVID-19 including testing, contact tracing, vaccination, and social 
support. In addition, Community Resource Stations will provide support for vaccine 
registration and scheduling. 

 
• Providing support for local community vaccination sites: Corps members will provide 

a range of supports including conducting second dose reminder outreach, providing 
translation services, completing administrative duties, and on site trouble shooting for 
local community-based vaccination sites, pop-up clinics, and the DOH mobile 
vaccination units.  

 
1.0 Scope of Work  
 
The contractor is responsible for administering and managing all aspects of New Jersey’s 
COVID-19 Community Corps. The Contractor must complete the following actions, tasks, 
obligations, and responsibilities within one year from contract award, the term of the contract. 
 
1.1 Contractor Responsibilities:  
 
The contractor must recruit, hire, train, and deploy Corps members to communities as directed 
by DOH. The following activities are required: 

• Develop job descriptions in collaboration with DOH 
• Define hiring plan tied to needs and timelines, and assess variable staffing models (e.g., 

flexible staffing), as needed 
• Ensure all Corp members complete training via the DOH Community Health Worker 

Institute 
• Ensure Field Managers or similar supervisory layer is in place to manage field teams and 

assignments 
• Demonstrate preference for candidates in healthcare or public health experience in hiring 

practices; May include community health workers (CHWs), nurses, students, and other 
similar professions. 

• Ensure appropriate background checks are conducted during recruiting 
• Take over managing existing Corps members from DOH and develop a process to allow 

them to transition from volunteer to employee status if they desire; there are currently 
1,000 Corps members 



• Create and manage Corps member schedules 
• Cultivate a safe, secure working environment for all Corps members 
• Ensure the Corps deployment plans are closely aligned with the DOH priority 

municipalities  
 
The contractor must ensure demographics of Corps teams are representative of the communities 
in which they’re assigned, meaning the workforce should reflect the diverse racial, ethnic, and 
religious backgrounds of New Jersey’s population. DOH is currently focused on engaging 40 
municipalities with lower vaccination rates. However, this number is an estimate and may 
change.  
 
The contractor must provide staff that are bi-lingual in Spanish. The contractor must also provide 
staff that are bilingual in the top languages spoken in New Jersey beyond English or incorporate 
a language service into the operations to ensure adequate communication for New Jersey’s 
diverse population. Designated languages include, but are not limited to, Arabic, Bengali, 
Chinese (Mandarin, Cantonese and other Chinese languages), French, Haitian Creole, Gujarati, 
Hindi, Korean, Polish, Spanish, Tagalog and Yiddish. 
 
Training 
The contractor must ensure all Corps members complete required training as designated by 
DOH, and provide ongoing training and coaching based on best practices and lessons learned in 
the field. 
 
Supplies & Equipment 
The contractor must:  

• Provide staff all necessary personal protective equipment (PPE). 
• Provide tablets and mobile hotspot capabilities to ensure teams have stable, secure 

internet access to register residents in the NJ Vaccine Scheduling System (NJVSS) as 
necessary 

• Develop scripts, printed outreach materials, and social media toolkits for remote outreach 
in collaboration with DOH 

• Provide bags to carry materials comfortably and securely 
• Provide appropriate identification to display to residents when requested 

 
Performance Management and Reporting 
The contractor must provide DOH access to a dashboard to enable real time data monitoring of 
Corps team. 
 
Required metrics include: 

• Daily and Weekly canvassing goals 
• Average engagement time 
• Number of successful connections 
• Number of appointments made 
• Number vaccinated (1st and, if appropriate, 2nd dose) 
• Number of engaged residents vaccinated ([if out with mobile unit) 
• Text message engagement 



o Number of texts sent 
o Number of texts replied to 

• Social media engagement (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, LinkedIn, Tiktok) 
o Number of posts 
o Number of impressions 

 
 
Contractor must host recurring stand-up calls with DOH to review metrics and share insights on 
overall workforce performance. 
 
Contractor will conduct targeted root-cause analyses and troubleshooting on field operations on a 
regular basis with a view to making recommendations on refinements, including: 

• Strategic analytics: Conduct targeted analyses, including focus areas of concern or near-
term trends to inform areas such as workforce staffing, operational standards, and training 
elements 

• Troubleshooting: Conduct root-cause analysis to identify operational issues and 
recommend actions to be taken, where the actions are to be mutually agreed upon 
between DOH and contractor. 

• Reporting: Create integrated dashboard of early warning indicators to inform decision-
making of actions, easily accessible and configurable reports, automatic generation, and 
dissemination of reports 

• Regular reporting including ability to report on ongoing basis all information reasonably 
requested that is necessary to comply with any reporting requirements 

• Process for escalation of challenges and obstacles for rapid resolution, as needed 

 
 
  



2.0 Experience: 
 
Bidder shall submit a technical proposal that demonstrates relevant experience on projects of 
similar size and scope, resumes of key personnel, and the ability to complete the Scope of Work.  
 
Bidder should include, at minimum: 
 

(1) its overall technical approach and plans to meet the requirements of this RFP; and 
(2) information relating to its organization, personnel and experience regarding contracts 

of similar size and scope; 
(3) an organization chart with names of proposed staff showing management, supervisory 

and other key personnel to be assigned to this contract. 
 
Please refer to Section 4.0 Evaluation below for more information.  
 
3.0 Pricing: 
 
Bidder shall submit pricing for recruitment and training, which shall be billed at an hourly rate. 
Bidder shall distinguish their pricing of both proposed staff and Corp members.  
 
Bidder shall submit pricing for support services to be billed as a monthly management fee. 
 
Overtime is not permitted unless requested and authorized by the DOH in advance.  
 
All pricing shall be firm fixed pricing. “Firm fixed price” means  a price that is all-inclusive of 
direct cost and indirect costs, including, but not limited to, direct labor costs, overhead, fee or 
profit, clerical support, equipment, materials, supplies, managerial (administrative) support, all 
documents, reports, forms, travel, reproduction and any other costs. 
 
4.0 Evaluation: 
 
Each criterion will be scored, and each score multiplied by a predetermined weight to develop the 
Technical Evaluation Score. 
 
Personnel: The qualifications and experience of the Bidder’s management, supervisory, and key 
personnel assigned to the contract, including the candidates recommended for each of the 
positions/roles required; 
 
Experience of firm: The Bidder’s documented experience in successfully completing contracts of 
a similar size and scope in relation to the work required by this RFP; and 
 
Ability of firm to complete the Scope of Work based on its Technical Quote:  The Bidder’s 
demonstration in the Proposal that the Bidder understands the requirements of the Scope of Work 
and presents an approach that would permit successful performance of the technical requirements 
of the RFP. 
 



The intent of this Bid Solicitation is to award a contract to that responsible Bidder whose Proposal, 
conforming to this RFP is most advantageous to the State, price and other factors considered. 
 
5.0 Comptroller:  
 

Notice of Executive Order 166 Requirement for Posting of Winning Proposal  

and Contract Documents 

Pursuant to Executive Order No. 166, signed by Governor Murphy on July 17, 2020, the Office of 
the State Comptroller (“OSC”) is required to make all approved State contracts for the allocation 
and expenditure of COVID-19 Recovery Funds available to the public by posting such contracts 
on an appropriate State website.  Such contracts will be posted on the New Jersey transparency 
website developed by the Governor’s Disaster Recovery Office (GDRO Transparency Website). 

The contract resulting from this RFP is subject to the requirements of Executive Order No. 166.  
Accordingly, the OSC will post a copy of the contract, including the RFP, the winning bidder’s 
proposal and other related contract documents for the above contract on the GDRO Transparency 
website.  

In submitting its proposal, a bidder may designate specific information as not subject to disclosure. 
However, such bidder must have a good faith legal or factual basis to assert that such designated 
portions of its proposal: (i) are proprietary and confidential financial or commercial information 
or trade secrets; or (ii) must not be disclosed to protect the personal privacy of an identified 
individual.  The location in the proposal of any such designation should be clearly stated in a cover 
letter, and a redacted copy of the proposal should be provided. A Bidder’s failure to designate such 
information as confidential in submitting a bid/proposal shall result in waiver of such claim. 

The State reserves the right to make the determination regarding what is proprietary or 
confidential and will advise the winning bidder accordingly.  The State will not honor any 
attempt by a winning bidder to designate its entire proposal as proprietary or confidential and 
will not honor a claim of copyright protection for an entire proposal.  In the event of any 
challenge to the winning bidder’s/assertion of confidentiality with which the State does not 
concur, the bidder  shall be solely responsible for defending its designation. 
 
6.0 Required forms:  
 
6.1 Required Forms, Registrations, and Certifications 
 
All required forms are found at the following link and a list of required forms is found below 
https://www.state.nj.us/treasury/purchase/forms.shtml  
 

1. State of New Jersey Standard Terms and Conditions (SSTC);  
2. Waivered Contracts Supplemental to the State of New Jersey Standard Terms and 

Conditions; 



3. Ownership Disclosure;  
4. Disclosure of Investigations and Other Actions Involving Contractor; 
5. MacBride Principals Form; 
6. Certificate of Insurance/Acord; 
7. Source Disclosure;  
8. Affirmative Action Compliance; 
9. Disclosure of Investment Activities in Iran; and  
10. Business Registration. 

 
 
The Information Sheet and Checklist for Waivers and Delegated Purchasing Authority 
Transactions is also provided for convenience: 
https://www.state.nj.us/treasury/purchase/forms/Waiver%20and%20DPA%20Contract%20Chec
klist.pdf 
 
Bidders are under a continuing obligation to report updates to the information contained in its 
required forms. 
 
Unless otherwise specified, forms must contain an original, physical signature, or an electronic. 
 
6.1.1 MACBRIDE PRINCIPLES CERTIFICATION 
 
The Bidder must certify pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:34-12.2 that it is in compliance with the 
MacBride principles of nondiscrimination in employment as set forth in N.J.S.A. 52:18A-89.5 
and in conformance with the United Kingdom’s Fair Employment (Northern Ireland) Act of 
1989, and permit independent monitoring of its compliance with those principles.  See Section 
2.5 of the SSTC and N.J.S.A. 52:34-12.2 for additional information about the MacBride 
principles.  
 
. 
6.1.2 OWNERSHIP DISCLOSURE FORM 
 
Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:25-24.2, in the event the Bidder is a corporation, partnership or limited 
liability company, the Bidder must complete an Ownership Disclosure Form.   
 
A current completed Ownership Disclosure Form must be received prior to or accompany the 
submitted Proposal.  A Bidder’s failure to submit the completed and signed form with its 
Proposal will result in the rejection of the Proposal as non-responsive and preclude the award of 
a contract to said Bidder unless the Division of Purchase and Property has on file a signed and 
accurate Ownership Disclosure Form dated and received no more than six (6) months prior to the 
Proposal submission deadline for this procurement.  If any ownership change has occurred 
within the last six (6) months, a new Ownership Disclosure Form must be completed, signed and 
submitted with the Proposal. 
 
In the alternative, to comply with this section, a Bidder with any direct or indirect parent entity 
which is publicly traded may submit the name and address of each publicly traded entity and the 



name and address of each person that holds a 10 percent or greater beneficial interest in the 
publicly traded entity as of the last annual filing with the federal Securities and Exchange 
Commission or the foreign equivalent, and, if there is any person that holds a 10 percent or 
greater beneficial interest, also shall submit links to the websites containing the last annual 
filings with the federal Securities and Exchange Commission or the foreign equivalent and the 
relevant page numbers of the filings that contain the information on each person that holds a 10 
percent or greater beneficial interest. N.J.S.A. 52:25-24.2. 
 
6.1.4 DISCLOSURE OF INVESTIGATIONS AND OTHER ACTIONS INVOLVING 
BIDDER FORM 
 
The Bidder should  submit the Disclosure of Investigations and Other Actions Involving Bidder 
Form,  with its Proposal, to provide a detailed description of any investigation, litigation, 
including administrative complaints or other administrative proceedings, involving any public 
sector clients during the past five (5) years, including the nature and status of the investigation, 
and, for any litigation, the caption of the action, a brief description of the action, the date of 
inception, current status, and, if applicable, disposition.  If a Bidder does not submit the form 
with the Proposal, the Bidder must comply within seven (7) business days of the State’s request 
or the State may deem the Proposal non-responsive. 
 
6.1.5 SOURCE DISCLOSURE  
 
Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:34-13.2, prior to an award of a contract, the Bidder is required to submit 
a completed Source Disclosure Form.  The Bidder’s inclusion of the completed Source 
Disclosure Form with the Proposal is requested and advised.    
 
6.1.6 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION  
 
The Contractor must submit a copy of a New Jersey Certificate of Employee Information Report, 
or a copy of Federal Letter of Approval verifying it is operating under a federally approved or 
sanctioned Affirmative Action program.  Awarded Contractors not in possession of either a New 
Jersey Certificate of Employee Information Report or a Federal Letter of Approval must 
complete the Affirmative Action Employee Information Report (AA-302) located on the web at 
https://www.state.nj.us/treasury/purchase/forms.shtml. 
 
 
6.1.7 INSURANCE CERTIFICATES 
 
The Bidder shall provide the State with current certificates of insurance for all coverages 
required by the terms of this contract naming the State as an Additional Insured.   See Section 4.2 
of the SSTC accompanying this Request for Proposal. 
 

 
 
6..1.8 DISCLOSURE OF INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES IN IRAN  
 



Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:32-58, the Bidder  must utilize this Disclosure of Investment Activities 
in Iran form to certify that neither the Bidder, nor one (1) of its parents, subsidiaries, and/or 
affiliates (as defined in N.J.S.A. 52:32-56(e)(3)), is listed on the Department of the Treasury’s 
List of Persons or Entities Engaging in Prohibited Investment Activities in Iran and that neither 
the Bidder, nor one (1) of its parents, subsidiaries, and/or affiliates, is involved in any of the 
investment activities set forth in N.J.S.A. 52:32-56(f).  If the Bidder is unable to so certify, the 
Bidder shall provide a detailed and precise description of such activities as directed on the form.  
 
6.1.9 BUSINESS REGISTRATION 
 
Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:32-44, the Department of Health is prohibited from entering into a contract 
with an entity unless the bidder, and each subcontractor that is required by law to be named in a 
bid/proposal/contract has a valid Business Registration Certificate on file with the Division of 
Revenue and Enterprise Services within the Department of the Treasury.  
 
Prior to contract award or authorization, the contractor shall provide the DOHDOH with its proof 
of business registration and that of any named subcontractor(s). 
 
Subcontractors named in a bid or other proposal shall provide proof of business registration to the 
bidder, who in turn, shall provide it to the DOH prior to the time a contract, purchase order, or 
other contracting document is awarded or authorized.  
 
During the course of contract performance: 

(1) the contractor shall not enter into a contract with a subcontractor unless the 
subcontractor first provides the contractor with a valid proof of business 
registration.  

(2) the contractor shall maintain and submit to the DOH a list of subcontractors and 
their addresses that may be updated from time to time.   

(3) the contractor and any subcontractor providing goods or performing services under 
the contract, and each of their affiliates, shall collect and remit to the Director of 
the Division of Taxation in the Department of the Treasury, the use tax due pursuant 
to the Sales and Use Tax Act, (N.J.S.A. 54:32B-1 et seq.) on all sales of tangible 
personal property delivered into the State. Any questions in this regard can be 
directed to the Division of Taxation at (609)292-6400. Form NJ-REG can be filed 
online at http://www.state.nj.us/treasury/revenue/busregcert.shtml. 

 
Before final payment is made under the contract, the contractor shall submit to the DOH a complete 
and accurate list of all subcontractors used and their addresses.    
 
Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 54:49-4.1, a business organization that fails to provide a copy of a business 
registration as required, or that provides false business registration information, shall be liable for a 
penalty of $25 for each day of violation, not to exceed $50,000, for each proof of business registration 
not properly provided under a contract with a DOH. 
 
Winning Bidder must register with NJSTART as a contractor for the State of NJ. 
www.njstart.gov 

http://www.njstart.gov/


COVID-19 Community Corps Support 
Amendment #2 Answers to Questions 

 
1. Are the current Community Corps staff today Part Time or Full time or both? CCC members are 

currently (non-paid) volunteers.  A mix of both full and part time is needed. 
 

2. Will the DOH provide standard communications guidelines and scripts for the Community Corps 
to follow? Yes, all CCC members on the field will have a script they will study and use to 
communicate and engage community members. We are open to incorporating any best 
practices or guidelines the vendor may have to offer. 

 
3. Are Community Corps staff restricted from entering individual homes or apartments to perform 

their outreach efforts? The current plan is for CCC members to work in public outdoor 
spaces. Additionally, they will be working indoors assisting with vaccination intake forms at 
community organizations (where walk-up and walk-in vaccines will be offered) under the 
supervision of DOH staff. We are open to discussing safe and secure door-to-door outreach 
methods with the selected vendor.  

 
4. The requirement on page 3 states “The Contractor must provide staff that are bilingual in 

Spanish”. Does this requirement mean that ALL staff must be bilingual in Spanish? If not, can 
you please estimate the number of Spanish speaking staff as a proportion of the total staff? We 
would like 85% of our corps to be bilingual in English and another language, with Spanish 
as our number one target language, ideally 40-50% of the CCC workforce would be 
Spanish-English proficient.  

 
5. What is the make-up of the current Corps workforce including an estimated number of CHWs, 

nurses, students, etc. to best estimate who might stay as part of this new effort. Our data is 
broken down by organization affiliation not employment type. 39% Community Based Org, 
24% Faith Based Org, 13% Healthcare, 10% University, 12% other, 1% food pantries, and 
1% language services. 

 
6. In terms of tablets, will the State allow for laptops to be deployed as an alternative?  If so, would 

the State also considering deploying laptops owned and in inventory with the State to reduce 
potential costs to the State? The State has a limited number of laptop and table devices that 
can be leant to Corps members to work. We can also explore a ‘bring your own device’ 
policy similar to what the DOH implemented with the Contact Tracing workforce. 

 
7. We understand DOH has 1,000 Community Corps today, does DOH have a sense on the ultimate 

size of the workforce for this effort? 250 have committed to physical outreach (boots on the 
ground). We do not have a target workforce number at this time but will work with the 
selected vendor to determine this given the number of communities we’d like to reach. 

 
8. What is the hourly pay for the current Community Corps staff? Does DOH pay for mileage or any 

travel related costs to various sites or is the hourly pay assumed to cover these 
expenses? Current Community Corps staff are volunteers. We would like vendors to 
propose appropriate hourly pay rates based on their experience doing similar work. The 
DOH does not pay for milage or travel related costs. Please see Section 3.0 in the RFP. All 
pricing shall be firm fixed pricing. “Firm fixed price” means a price that is all-inclusive of 
direct cost and indirect costs, including, but not limited to, direct labor costs, overhead, fee or 



profit, clerical support, equipment, materials, supplies, managerial (administrative) support, all 
documents, reports, forms, travel, reproduction and any other costs. 

 
9. Who currently employees the Community Corps staff? The CCC are non-DOH staff, they are 

volunteers.  
 

10. Will the vendor have to provide a telephony solution for Community Corps staff to make calls 
from tablets and/or other devices? Preferably yes, however the State has a limited number of 
laptop and table devices that can be leant to Corps members to work. We can also explore a 
‘bring your own device’ policy similar to what the DOH implemented with the Contact 
Tracing workforce. 

 
11. Can DOH expand upon text messaging capabilities needed for the Community Corps staff 

including who the staff will be messaging and for what purpose and frequency?  This is an 
optional capability. However, if interested, we would like vendors to expound on options 
such as text messaging to allow for remote outreach where possible.   

 
12. Please confirm the vendor will not be responsible for setting up and obtaining approval of the 

COVID-19 Community Resource Stations.  This will be a collaborative effort between DOH 
and the selected vendor. DOH will coordinate all of the site locations and outreach materials 
but the vendor may be asked to provide tables and chairs for teams. 

 
13. Does DOH require the existing Community Corps to be vaccinated as a condition of 

employment?  If not, can the selected vendor require all staff to be vaccinated as a condition of 
employment? Vaccination is strongly encouraged, but not a required condition of 
employment.  

 
14. Will the vendor be required to support training in any capacity or simply track the completion of 

training? Both 
 

15. Were background checks recently completed on the existing workforce? Background checks 
have not yet been completed for all existing staff. They will need to be done by the selected 
vendor. 

 
16. For the distribution of required personal protective equipment (PPE), is this just a mask or are 

there other expectations from DOH? This also includes hand sanitizer, wipes, cleaning 
supplies for equipment, and additional supplies as needed. 

 
17. On the social media engagement, is DOH simply looking for the vendor to develop content for 

these engagements?  Is the vendor required to establish accounts on behalf of the State specific to 
these efforts and manage all account activity? Develop content to show work in the 
community. 

 
18. Will the vendor be provided information out of the NJVSS to support the performance 

management and reporting, such as the number of successful connections, appointments made, 
number vaccinated, and number of engaged residents vaccinated? The vendor is responsible for 
keeping track of these numbers. There will be constant communication with the NJVSS, 
Call Center, and vendor to ensure effectiveness on the field.  

 
19. In the RFP There are two dates mentioned; the completion of the program by this June 2021 and 

another mention of the completion of the program's scope within one year from contract award? 



Please clarify as this will impact associated costs. The program closure date is up to one year, 
but flexible. DOH has target municipalities to reach based on current data and requires a 
vendor that can flex as needs change. 
 

20. What are the 40 targeted municipalities that are mentioned on page 3 of the RFP as this will affect 
the number of doors/ households and density of targets? As the pandemic provides a dynamic and 
fluid situation should we prepare to build in costs that assume these 40 target municipalities may 
change over time? As of April 30, 2021, the following municipalities are being targeted based 
on applicable data: 

 

21. Will the state be providing info on vaccinated residents as that will decrease remote outreach 
universes as the program progresses? The State cannot person-specific vaccination data due to 
data privacy and security laws. We will provide other relevant data to aide in program 
planning. 
 

22. Is there a particular format for the narrative and/or the budget? There is no particular format. 
Please refer to Section 3.0 Pricing in the RFP for pricing requirements.  
 

23. With respect to Section 3.0, can you provide clarification as to what the State is requiring in terms 
of pricing? 

a. We understand that pricing must be firm fixed pricing, burdened with all direct and 
indirect costs associated with performance.  We note that the instructions also require that 
bidder submit pricing for recruitment and training, “which shall be billed at an hourly 
rate”, and distinguish pricing of both proposed staff and Corp members.  Is the State 
requiring that firm pricing be structured on a burdened hourly rate basis (where 
contractors should be billing for time at the burdened rate, plus monthly management 
fee)?  Or is the State looking for (per the Standard Terms and Conditions) billing on 



tasks/subtasks, with the response to RFP merely to provide a rationale for the fee 
structure? The State is requiring firm pricing be structured on a burdened hourly 
rate basis (where contractors should be billing for time at the burdened rate, plus a 
monthly management fee). 

 
24. Do you have existing data infrastructure that you are using to run the volunteer program, or do we 

need to build out our own data infrastructure for the metrics? The vendor shall build this. 
 

25. Are there goal metrics we are trying to reach (or are we trying to talk to as many people as 
possible?) 40 municipalities that are considered high-priority due to low vaccination rates.  

 
26. What is the timeline for the program? The program closure date is up to one year, but flexible. 

DOH has target municipalities to reach based on current data and requires a vendor that 
can flex as needs change. 
 

27. "Conduct follow-ups with those registered" What type of follow-up? Follow-up may entail 
reconnecting with registered individuals to make sure they were able to get an appointment, 
know when their second dose is (where applicable), or have any further questions. 
 

28.  Conducting proactive outreach 
a. Conduct proactive outreach (in person and virtually) to educate hard-to-reach and  vulnerable 
populations on COVID-19 and community-based vaccination  
opportunities  How will traditionally hard to reach communities be identified, and as these 
communities tend to have less access to technology, what is the expectation for data recording 
and tracking of these groups? DOH will use available data to determine vulnerable 
populations that still need to be engaged. The selected vendor will need to record and report 
engagement data to include demographic data to assist with tracking the State’s vaccination 
progress. 
 

29. Establishing COVID-19 Community Resource Stations: COVID-19 Community  Resource 
Stations will be located in high traffic locations (e.g., supermarkets, salons,  public transportation 
locations) and will involve Corps members actively addressing  questions related COVID-19 
including testing, contact tracing, vaccination, and social  support. In addition, Community 
Resource Stations will provide support for vaccine registration and scheduling. How will these 
partnerships be established?  Will the State broker them, or will the responsibility fall to the 
vendor? The State will engage the appropriate stakeholders to determine locations and 
partnerships with elected officials, local health departments, and community/faith-based 
organizations where necessary. 
 
 

30. Providing support for local community vaccination sites: Corps members will provide  a range of 
supports including conducting second dose reminder outreach, providing  translation services, 
completing administrative duties, and on site trouble shooting for  local community-based 
vaccination sites, pop-up clinics, and the DOH mobile  vaccination units.  What is the expectation 
for translation across all platforms of outreach?  Verbal, written, digital? Given NJ’s diverse 
population, translation is required across all platforms to ensure residents understand the 
messaging no matter which mechanism is used to deliver it. 
 



31. What are the key obstacles that have been faced by the current Corps members? Deployment in 
high-priority areas. We launched our CCC members this past weekend but will need more 
boots on the ground in the coming weeks. 
 

32. How are supply and equipment expenses factored into the overall budget?  Will there be a 
separate OTPS budget for these expenses? Please refer to Section 3.0 Pricing in the RFP. All 
pricing shall be firm fixed pricing. “Firm fixed price” means a price that is all-inclusive of 
direct cost and indirect costs, including, but not limited to, direct labor costs, overhead, fee or 
profit, clerical support, equipment, materials, supplies, managerial (administrative) support, all 
documents, reports, forms, travel, reproduction and any other costs. 
 

33. Performance Management and Reporting 
The contractor must provide DOH access to a dashboard to enable real time data monitoring of 
Corps team.  Is this something that would need to be developed by the vendor? Selected vendor 
shall need to develop dashboard. 
 

34. Contractor must host recurring stand-up calls with DOH to review metrics and share insights 
on  overall workforce performance. What’s the anticipated frequency of these calls, and with 
what level and type of staff will these meetings take place? Calls may start of daily in the 
kickoff phase and may taper down as activities ramp up. Appropriate leadership from 
DOH and the selected vendor team who can make decisions and drive operations should be 
in attendance. 
 

35. Reporting: Create integrated dashboard of early warning indicators to inform decision making of 
actions, easily accessible and configurable reports, automatic generation, and dissemination of 
reports. Does this product currently exist, or would we be developing? Selected vendor shall 
need to develop dashboard. 
 

36. Ability of firm to complete the Scope of Work based on its Technical Quote: The 
Bidder’s  demonstration in the Proposal that the Bidder understands the requirements of the 
Scope of Work  and presents an approach that would permit successful performance of the 
technical requirements  of the RFP. 
The intent of this Bid Solicitation is to award a contract to that responsible Bidder whose 
Proposal,  conforming to this RFP is most advantageous to the State, price and other factors 
considered. How many vendors does the state anticipate selecting? Preferably one, but the 
DOH reserve the right to select as many as necessary to complete the work. 
 

37. Are there target ZIP codes already identified for priority outreach? Yes, DOH will provide zip 
code data. 
 

38. If so, are those already broken out by a target number of staff / contacts per week / etc? No, the 
DOH will work on this with the selected vendor. 
 

39. Does there already exist a database used to record interactions while guarding PPE?  (NYC uses 
Salesforce, for example) No, the vendor shall provide this. 
 



40. Is there a standard scheduling system for staff that must be used, or would we be providing one? 
Vendor is required to manage all scheduling. 
 

41. Would we need to provision information to research targets if the state didn't have the required 
data, for example through ThompsonReuters CLEAR? No, the DOH will be using aggregated 
DOH data and not targeting specific individuals. 
 

42. Does the part of the RFP that discusses provision of PPE imply that we'd be SOURCING PPE, or 
just receiving it from Procurement and making it available to staff? Vendor shall make PPE 
available to workforce. 
 

43. What does the org structure currently look like for the Volunteer Corps?  Have there ever been 
paid staff involved in NJ Test & Trace?  If so, would they continue on as staff under our 
proposal? Not sure what “NJ Test & Trace” is but the Community Corps has been 100% 
volunteer basis to date. The DOH will develop an org structure with the awarded vendor.  
 

44. What is the expected / desired launch timetable for paid staff outreach to targeted communities? 
We would like the first team on the ground in a selected municipality within ten days of 
vendor selection/contract award. 
 

 



May 11, 2021 

Judith M. Persichilli, R.N., B.S.N., M.A., Commissioner 
Department of Health 
P. O. Box 360, Trenton, NJ 08625-0360 

Dear Commissioner Persichilli, 

The Civic Operations Group (COG) is pleased to present the appended proposal to the New Jersey 
Department of Health (DOH) for Covid-19 Community Corps Support. The following is a table of 
contents for this proposal: 

I. Scope Of Work 
A. Reaching the Most Vulnerable and Hesitant Communities 
B. Recruitment and Hiring 
C. Integrating Existing Community Corps Infrastructure & Canvass Teams 
D. Remote Outreach 
E. Training 
F. Accountability  
G. Covid-19 Protocols 
H. Supplies & Equipment 
I. Performance Management and Reporting  

II. Experience 
A. Case Studies 
B. Proposed Organizational Chart 
C. Dedicated Team and Resumes 

III. Pricing 
IV. Appendix  

A. Required Forms, Registrations, and Certificates 
1. MacBride Principles of Certification 
2. Ownership Disclosure Form  
3. Disclosure of Investigations and Other Actions Involving Bidder Form 
4. Source Disclosure 
5. Affirmative Action  
6. Insurance Certificates 
7. Disclosure of Investment Activities in Iran 
8. Business Registration  
9. Standard Terms and Conditions 
10. Waiver of the Standard Terms and Conditions 
11. MWBE Certification 
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I. SCOPE OF WORK 

The Civic Operations Group (COG) presents the following proposal to manage, integrate, and grow the 
Covid-19 Community Outreach Corps in New Jersey. COG is a woman and minority-owned business with a 
mission to connect traditionally under-served communities with critical resources. COG resulted from marrying 
many years of successful field and community based canvassing experience to the immense need for 
information and resources that the Covid-19 pandemic created. We propose a community-driven in-person and 
remote hybrid outreach program in New Jersey to connect the hardest-to-reach residents with life-saving 
information, resources, and the tools to sign-up for Covid-19 vaccinations at the doors and over the 
phone. With decades of community organizing experience in New Jersey and around the country, our team of 
organizers will quickly scale a data-driven, accountable, outreach program to help the state achieve its goal of 
vaccinating  70%+ of eligible residents by the end of June. 

We propose that COG’s efforts begin by targeting the largest vaccine-hesitant communities of the 40 
municipalities with lower vaccination rates as well as those that may have barriers to accessing the vaccine in 
their neighborhoods. Our past Covid-19 Relief Programs in multiple New Jersey counties provided an 
array of available resources and helped establish that our canvassers are sent by the state as a source of 
support in this time of need. As trust is re-established at the door, our canvassers can relay vital information 
about Covid-19 vaccines, so that in all conversations, we will be able to help sign up residents who are ready to 
make an appointment. Additionally, we will provide residents with statewide resources for childcare, rental 
assistance, food pantries, and vaccine transportation to ensure that we provide as much support as possible and 
make the most out of every conversation. 

Through our established mobile team structure we will cover the 40 municipalities on New Jerseys 
target list and beyond as the targets change. Each mobile team will be equipped with a regional 
director, a regional community liaison, a field director, a remote organizing director, supervisors, and 
management staff. A chart of this organizational structure is included in the experience section.  

COG will approach this program with the cultural sensitivity required to evoke trust. Our strategy, founded in 
respect and efficacy, is to recruit, train, and deploy canvassers who are local to the communities they 
organize. COG will hire local, highly skilled workers to build confidence and assist target populations with 
signing up for the Covid-19 vaccine in real-time on tablets. With national leaders politicizing the vaccine, the 
spread of misinformation, quarantine fatigue, vaccine accessibility challenges, and the overall distrust of 
vaccines, it is critical to have peer-to-peer communication with residents that cuts through the noise and delivers 
digestible information.  



COG will work with the DOH to provide residents with information on Covid-19 vaccinations, public, private, and 
charitable resources via phone, text, and in person communication through the following actions: 

• Build and implement a program to hire, train, and deploy local and highly skilled workers to conduct 
community outreach in NJ.  

• Answer questions and provide residents with the most up to date information on: 
A. Covid-19 safety practices – such as wearing masks and physical distancing  
B. Testing  
C. Contact tracing and quarantine guidelines  
D. Vaccination 

•     Correct misinformation and address cultural stigma related to vaccinations in target communities. 
• Assisting with vaccination journey by helping community members:  

A. Use online registration systems (e.g., NJVSS to register and schedule a vaccine appointment) 
B. Identify where closest Point of Dispensing Sites (PODS) are and how to get there  
C. Share messaging on second dose reminders 

• Tracking user experience by providing feedback to the State on:  
A. Experience of community members with vaccination program  
B. Best practices to increase vaccinations across vulnerable populations  
C. Overall vaccine sentiment and hesitancy  

• Conduct proactive outreach (in person and virtually) to educate hard-to-reach and    
vulnerable populations on COVID-19 and community-based vaccination opportunities. 

• Provide information on support services to access vaccines (e.g., transportation) 
• Message testing, drafting scripts, compiling online resources and printing materials. 
• Provide the county with daily reports and access to collected data.  
• Update resources and scripts as events on the ground change. 



A. REACHING THE MOST VULNERABLE AND HESITANT 

Our proposal is designed to be scaled and integrated with existing programs through further consultation with 
the state and in recognition of New Jersey’s ongoing work with local organizations, community partners, and 
firms. As outlined below, our vast community organizing experience gives us the flexibility to work in a variety of 
communities. That said, we expect that our program will prioritize groups with the highest hesitancy rates and 
those in which language barriers can present challenges for traditional programs. We recognize that an 
emphasis on community organizing in these groups is important to help the state reach herd immunity and 
mitigate the disproportionate impact of the pandemic on people of color, minority groups, and those of greatest 
hesitancy. 

Our existing programs have found that the most vulnerable populations often obtain much of their 
vaccine disinformation via social media, which has created a dire need for a dedicated government plan to 
reach residents through peer-to-peer communication. This program will serve residents by providing up-to-date 
facts, much-needed access to approved vaccines, and assistance with the overall vaccine journey, all while 
presenting real-time feedback to the state. We have found that developing trust at the program's onset is crucial 
to increase contacts and rapidly provide residents with necessary information. Working with local leaders, 
elected officials, and event coordinators adds a layer of real-time communication, builds trust, and creates an 
echo chamber with consistent messaging. 

While most public outreach work has focused on how to change public opinion, we are experts at crafting 
messaging that motivates people to change their behavior. Our team will build on lessons learned from our past 
outreach efforts in the state and find which message resonates with each group of residents and become a 
trusted source of information in key communities. As the state’s priorities change, we can immediately 
update all message mediums to layer communication to residents. Distributing flyers translated into 
multiple languages and door hangers with QR codes that link to vaccine information and other resources have 
also been crucial in creating an echo chamber where residents are sharing information within their circles.


B. RECRUITMENT AND HIRING  

In addition to the medical and economic crisis, recent polling indicates that most Americans have deep-seated 
concerns about providing personal information to the government. We have a team of experienced organizers 
who are local to New Jersey and have spent the last 20 years researching and testing methods of personal 
contact and direct outreach on programs around the country. Our diverse group of organizers can interact 
professionally with people from nearly all cultural, racial, ethnic, gender, and socio-economic backgrounds 
during a time of crisis and distress. Most of our leadership team has full professional proficiency in multiple 



languages and have all worked in multilingual communities across NJ. Some of the languages our team is 
fluent in are listed out below: 

• Spanish 
• Portuguese  
• Haitian Creole 
• Gujarati 
• Arabic 
• Hindi 

• Polish 
• Korean 
• Italian 
• Bengali 
• Tagalog  
• Yiddish 

• Chinese 
• French 
• Russian  
• Urdu 
• Serbian 
• Et cetera 

In addition, our work in NJ over the last 20 years has generated a vast pipeline of communicators from 
constituency groups in every part of the State. We will supplement our team of organizers, our significant 
footprint of previous NJ employees, and the existing 1,000 Corps members with remote recruiting. Our 
dedicated administrative team will draft and post approved job postings, screens resumes for professionalism, 
communication skills, and ability to meet technology requirements. Once an applicant has passed the resume 
screen, they are invited to conduct a skills test that measures basic competencies associated with the job. After 
passing the skills test, applicants are instructed to register for an interview. Hiring managers then conduct an 
interview to vet the candidates to ensure applicants possess adequate and secure technology infrastructure, 
assess the applicant's ability to use this technology, and effectively communicate the information.  

Our legal advisors have also developed evaluation guidelines to deem who can appropriately represent our 
work. To that end, our administrative team will ensure that all applicants receive an appropriate 
background check before beginning work with our team. 

C. INTEGRATING EXISTING COMMUNITY CORPS INFRASTRUCTURE & CANVASS TEAMS 

This program will recruit and hire locally, empowering people to serve their own community. By activating our 
existing infrastructure in the state, while simultaneously integrating the Covid-19 Community Corps 
infrastructure we will provide relevant vaccination information, combat misinformation, schedule vaccine 
appointments, and follow up on second doses. Through our established mobile outreach team’s we will cover 
the 40 municipalities on New Jersey’s target list and beyond as the targets change. Each mobile team will be 
equipped with a regional director, a regional community liaison, a field director, a remote organizing director, 
supervisors, and management staff. 



In order to build trust and rapport within the communities we will serve, we must become a trusted source of 
information. To do this, we will establish our presence in the community through a combination of tactics. 
Community outreach through Covid-19 Community resource stations in high foot traffic locations will allow us 
to meet constituents where they are while providing them with helpful information and resources to sign up for 
a vaccine. Identifying community leaders and building relationships will allow us to build on existing trust 
within their networks, in turn helping our credibility and lowering vaccine hesitancy. In order to react to the ever-
changing Covid-19 case counts and infection rates, our team will monitor cases and vaccination rates in 
coordination with the DOH to make strategic decisions about the allocation of resources and canvassing staff.  

To increase the Corps capacity, all new potential canvassers will undergo a robust and hands-on training led by 
our organizers. Supervisors who are with canvassers in the field during their shifts will also re-train canvassers 
on the spot when needed while maintaining a safe distance. Every night, organizers lead debriefs, discuss best 
practices, and address any concerns flagged by the accountability team to the canvassers. Through canvass 
technology, we can also utilize GPS-enhanced tools to monitor efficiency and optimize the program. 

We will also integrate with the existing volunteer program developed by the DOH, which has successfully 
recruited over 1,000 corps members. To maintain the volunteer program and build upon it, The COG Team 
proposes to create an additional mobile teams for the volunteer operation. COG senior leadership and 
organizers will curate a volunteer-oriented operation with deliverables and data reporting mechanisms separate 
from the other mobile teams. This model will help those who wish to keep volunteering while providing paid 
positions for anyone interested. In doing so, both volunteer and paid operations are running parallel to ensure 
their success. 

D. REMOTE OUTREACH 

Personal outreach matters in a disconnected time. Locally recruited and trained organizers will spend five hours 
every day phone banking and texting residents about the Covid-19 vaccines and answering any questions about 
their safety and effectiveness. The phone banking software our team uses allows us to legally call cell phones 
and landlines ten times faster than hand dialing. This system also filters out disconnected phones and 
answering machines, allowing organizers to spend more time talking to residents. Trained teams will also send 
personalized texts to residents during peak hours with remote monitoring from supervisors.  

With peer-to-peer calls and texts, our organizers can have substantive conversations with residents, walk them 
through information on the different vaccines, where, when, and how to get vaccinated, send helpful links, and 
provide assistance in real-time. From the management side, we will see the progress that every canvasser makes 
as they go through the data and assign a canvasser new data daily or hourly. 



E. TRAINING 

We have found that multiple levels of training, supervision, and accountability have to be set in place to catch 
mistakes before they happen. Three hour outdoor trainings created under the guidance of the New 
Jersey DOH and led by our organizers will be conducted on a weekly bases and with abundant 
PPE to help quickly expand our capacity. Once potential hires complete the training, they complete all 
required onboarding documents remotely and work with our organizers to create a shift schedule.  

Organizers will have an interactive presentation to provide new hires with background information on Covid-19, 
discuss the different approved vaccines, where, when, and how residents can get vaccinated, provide best 
practices for effective communication, how to use the software for tracking data, data security protocols, and role-
play the branching script.   

Additionally, at the beginning and end of every shift, organizers lead briefings with their veteran 
canvass teams, discuss best practices, providing them with the most up to date information, and 
address any concerns. Trainings are ongoing and dynamic to establish trust between our team and the local 
communities. We have a history of running programs that cultivate meaningful relationships with contacts and 
identifying the best approach for residents to retain the information our teams provide. As we develop these 
programs, we are continuously recruiting new staff to expand while refining our team.  

F. ACCOUNTABILITY 

All data collected by COG canvassers undergoes a rigorous data verification process to ensure only reliable data 
is entered into the database. Canvasser accountability will be enforced during each field and remote shift, as 
well as after the data has been collected. During the canvass shift, live monitoring tools are utilized by 
remote data managers from the first knock to the last. Remote tracking allows us to maximize canvassers’ 
time to talk to residents and communicate any data concerns. Data managers report any flags or data 
inconsistencies to in-field supervisors in real-time. Supervisors will then meet canvassers in-field, perform spot 
checks of their data, and re-train canvassers on any of the issues brought up by the data manager while 
adhering to social distancing rules. Each canvasser will meet with a supervisor at least three times during their 
five-hour shift to report their progress through their assigned turf and address any concerns. 



G. COVID-19 PROTOCOLS 

Our top priority is each individual's safety and health who chooses to be a participant of our outreach team, from 
organizers to canvassers to residents. The majority of our senior leadership and organizers come from the 
communities we serve. Many began their career in politics as canvassers. We are committed to the health and 
well-being of our staff. Their families, friends, and community will always be top-of-mind as we work to inform 
and provide aid in these critical times.  

To create our Covid-19 guidelines, we conducted a comprehensive review of all federal, state, and local Covid-19 
guidelines. All safety protocols will be finalized with state leadership and legal guidance. A complete list of our 
Covid-19 protocols can be provided upon request.  

H. SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT 

Civic Operations Group will ensure that their entire team is well equipped while on the ground in New Jersey. 
Whether an Organizer or Canvasser, all COG staff will be provided with the necessary personal protective 
equipment (PPE). Additionally, through our experience working on multiple other vaccine outreach programs, 
we will work with the DOH to develop materials for canvassing, digital outreach, and social media. Scripts and 
other talking points will also be developed using data-driven messaging on what language is most persuasive 
when encouraging vaccinations. In order to implement these communication strategies, we will also provide all 
necessary technical equipment and bags to canvass target communities and schedule them for the vaccine 
successfully. Finally, all our canvassers will wear high-visibility vests and carry identification to display to 
residents if requested. All materials will be approved by the DOH prior to printing and use.  

I. PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING 

We will provide detailed daily and weekly reports, including quantitative and qualitative measurements of our 
progress. Our team will host recurring calls with the DOH to review metrics and share insights on overall 
workforce performance. Our goal is to give a series of interconnected snapshots of the program that give us a 
broader understanding of how to best contact residents, build consensus, and stop the spread of the virus. Our 
program will identify thousands of data points that can be used to make decisions about where resources are 
needed, improve the outreach and vaccination plan, and the best medium to provide residents with information 
that may save their lives. By providing this information, we intend to determine community member’s 
experience with the program, best practices to improve, and overall vaccine sentiments. Additionally, we will 



continuously review the program, talk through forward-looking goals, and make adjustments where they are 
necessary. Metrics we can include in our reporting are outlined below:


• Daily and Weekly canvassing goals  
• Average engagement time  
• Number of successful connections  
• Number of appointments made  
• Number vaccinated (1st and, if appropriate, 2nd dose)  
• Number of engaged residents vaccinated (if out with mobile unit)  
• Text message engagement  

- Number of texts sent  
- Number of texts replied to 

• Social media engagement (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, LinkedIn, Tiktok) 
- Number of posts  
- Number of impressions  

• Tracking user experience 

II. EXPERIENCE 

A. CASE STUDIES 
COG has recruited one of the deepest teams in community organizing. Over the past twenty years, this team of 
seasoned operatives have been recruited by key decision makers to plan and execute Covid-19 outreach, 
Vaccine outreach, petition collection, constituent outreach, voter registration, and independent expenditure 
programs for community stakeholders, including Governors, Senators, Congressmen, organized labor, 501 c 
(3)s, 501 c (4)s, and other national institutions. Our team consists of over 250 battle-tested organizers who hail 
from every region, demographic, and walk of life. The COG team has worked in nearly every state in the nation to 
educate and mobilize hundreds of thousands of residents. Below are case studies of programs we have 
conducted with similar size and scope.  

Case Study 1: West New York, NJ 
The Civic Operations Group is currently operating a vaccine education program in West New York, NJ. Through 
in-person and remote outreach, the team is connecting the hardest to reach residents with critical resources and 
information. This effort began by targeting areas with large vaccine-hesitant and bi-lingual immigrant 
communities and is successfully building trust in the community. By connecting residents who have food, 
economic, and medical insecurities to town resources, the program continues to grow stronger. As trusted 
sources, we now message vital information about the Covid-19 vaccine and dispel misinformation. 



Case Study 2: Union County and Camden County, NJ 
The team at COG also worked on a Covid-19 Response Program in Union County where teams knocked on over 
95,000 doors and made 440,890 calls to residents in need over four months. The same team also conducted a 
large-scale Covid-19 response outreach program in Camden City (pursuant to the contract awarded by Camden 
County), where we knocked on 53,646 doors and made 57,802 calls to residents in just 25 days. COG’s ability to 
quickly grow to scale or maintain a steady team over a longer program is a staple of our long history of running 
direct outreach operations across the country. This ability to scale and our institutional infrastructure will be 
crucial in communicating with vulnerable and multilingual populations. These projects were the offspring of 
project that our team members worked on which delivered 130,000+ resources  to rural and vulnerable 
populations in PA, WI, and MI. 

Case Study 3: Prince George’s County, MD 
The Civic Operations Group is simultaneously running a vaccine outreach 
program in Prince George’s County, MD. National polling continues to 
suggest that many communities have deep reservations about the 
approved Covid-19 vaccines. Our team is working to battle misinformation, 
create demand for the vaccine, and lay the groundwork for the County’s 
large Covid-19 vaccine plan of fully vaccinating roughly half a million 
residents. While most public outreach work has focused on how to change 
public opinion, we are experts at crafting messaging that motivates people 
to change their behavior. Our team has found which messages resonate 
with each group of residents and has become a trusted source of 
information in key communities. In order to do so, we built a dynamic 
three month program that can be scaled up or down as the situation on 
the ground changes. 

Above is an Article Related to the COG Program



 

B. PROPOSED ORGANIZATIONAL CHART



 
C. DEDICATED TEAM AND RESUMES 

 
LEADERSHIP 
 
 

Jessica Tamayo 
President, Civic Operations Group 

Washington, D.C. 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Spanish, Portuguese and Mandarin 
Education: Seton Hall University, BS Diplomacy and International Relations, BA Asian and Chinese Studies  
 

• Founded COG after years of experience working in the non-profit sector abroad and in the United States for 
nearly a decade.  

• Managed multiple large scale canvassing operations developing the best practices for recruitment, hiring, 
training and canvass accountability. 

• Manages the nearly 250+ organizers for COG who have worked in 44 states.  

 
Elaina Estrin 

Vice President, Civic Operations Group 
Bayonne, NJ 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Russian, Ukrainian, Arabic 
Education: Seton Hall University, BS Diplomacy and International Relations, Modern Languages 
 

● Managed over a dozen statewide issue-based operations across the country  
● Heads the business outreach branch, securing dozens of yearly contracts with governments and non-

profits  
● Responsible for building all COG plans and incorporating all programmatic elements with other 

strategic partners   
● Oversees all programmatic development, execution of deliverables, and staffing  
● Manages relations with non-profit leadership and government agencies  

 
 

 
 

  



 
Karim Aziz 

Senior Project Manager, Civic Operations Group  
Bayonne, New Jersey 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Arabic, French  
Skills: Excel, Statistical Analysis 
Education: Rutgers University, Bachelor of Arts in Biology and Psychology  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Executed over 50 citizen outreach programs in 20 states including overseeing the recruitment, 
onboarding, training and in-field management of 10s of 1000s canvassers. 

● Managed over $30 million dollars in program costs in programs in New Jersey, Kentucky, Maryland, 
Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Florida, and Georgia. 

● Deployed thousands of canvassers within hours of initial start time to begin providing relief in states of 
emergencies.  

● Leads COG’s targeting and modeling efforts to maximize effectiveness of programming. 
● Developed and refined the COG’s accountability mechanisms for real time data tracking. 
● Developed and managed relationships with corporate, union, non-profit and labor clients 
● Manages all program funding, resource allocation, and payroll spending. 

 
 
  



 
 

Edgar A. Santillan 
Senior Program Manager, Civic Operations Group 

North Bergen, New Jersey 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Spanish 
Skills: Microsoft office, Data Management  
Education: University of Maryland, Bachelor of Science in Astronomy; North Bergen High School, North 
Bergen, NJ  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE  

● Managed over 30 municipal and statewide citizen outreach programs in 10 states including New 
Jersey. 

● Deployed thousands of canvassers to communicate critical information with citizens within hours of 
initial project launch. 

● Launched two New Jersey efforts to help spread awareness of the COVID-19 pandemic in the summer 
of 2020. 

● Developed the company’s canvasser performance technology. 
● Developed COG’s data tracking and penetration reporting systems. 
● Prepared and implemented city-wide covid relief programs 
● Oversaw the accountability of the field team. 
● Trained Field Directors on canvassing software. 
● Compiled weekly data reports and daily reports. 
● Led remote outreach, consisting of phone and text banking. 

 
  



 
Lindsey Vaughn  

Regional Organizing Director, Civic Operations Group 
St. Louis, MO 

 
Languages Spoken: English 
Skills: Data Management and Data Analysis 
Education: Missouri College 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Managed over $40 million in non-profit funding to help enrich the lives of the underserved in dozens 
of states including Missouri, Georgia, and New Jersey. 

● Oversees the training program for new organizer recruitment. 
● Administers the standards and systems for in-field, in-community canvasser recruitment. 
● Manages the overall regional budget and executes the regional canvasser payrolls. 
● Scheduled and coordinated meetings, phone-email conferences, booked travel arrangements, and 

maintained a calendar for management 
● Developed the concise collection of informed messaging from canvasser conversations. Leads the 

training materials on the art of canvasser debrief. 
● Conducted New Hire orientation, processed HR paperwork, maintained personal files, helped in pre- 

screening candidates for interviews 
● Handled mailings, memorandums, agendas, presentations and forms.  

 
 

Shonda Burch 
Regional Organizing Director, Civic Operations Group  

Redford, MI  

 
Languages Spoken: English 
Skills: Microsoft office, Data Management  
Education: J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College, Associate of Business Management and Administration 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE  

● Managed issue-based citizen outreach campaigns in New York, Louisiana, Georgia, and Mississippi in 
2020. 

● Oversees COG’s community organizations and faith-based outreach for COG. 
● Manages COG’s compliance operations. 
● Executes pre-program logistics efforts. 
● Maintained and executed budgets worth well over $5,000,000. 
● Developed tracking systems for community organizations requests. 



 
 

Cory Ellis 
Program Manager, Civic Operations Group 

Washington DC 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Advanced Modern Standard Arabic, Proficient Egyptian Arabic & Levantine 
Arabic  
Skills: Microsoft office, Data Management  
Education: George Washington University, Bachelor of Arts in Middle Eastern Studies and International 
Relations from University of Arkansas, Master of Arts in Middle Eastern Studies  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Managed dozens of field operations for a variety of campaigns ranging from political to non-profit. 
● Lead’s COG’s organizer advancement and continuing education program. 
● Developed COG’s contactless on-boarding system for all canvassers and volunteers. 
● Manages in-house research and opposition research for COG. 
● Works with community based organizations to maximize program efficiency. 
● Maximized projects’ spending and budgetary framework to ensure nimble operations given client 

expectations 
● Defined internal and external campaign materials including scripts, talking points, internal guidelines, 

and campaign literature 
 
 

Shawn Buckley 
Canvass Integrity Director, Civic Operations Group  

Flagstaff, AZ 
 

 
Language Spoken: English  
Skills: Data Analysis, Google Suite, Accountability  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE & EDUCATION 

● Lead developer of canvasser performance and data integrity tools. 
● Administers COG’s accountability and liabilities tools for multiple programs across multiple states. 
● Managed multiple statewide citizen relief programs in Texas, New Jersey, and Maryland. 
● Reported key qualitative and quantitative data to senior management  
● Designed and created new canvassing and targeting techniques within VoteBuilder for constituent 

targeting 
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Sarah Almeida 

Senior Organizer, Civic Operations Group 
North Arlington, New Jersey 

 
 
Languages Spoken: English, Portuguese, and Spanish 
Skills: Organizational Management 
Education: Associate of Science from Bergen Community College, Bachelor of Business Management from 
Rutgers Business School 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Deployed hundreds of canvassers at critical moments across the state of New Jersey. 
● Managed the expenses of multiple citizen outreach programs. 
● Administrative Manager for Terrace Park Group 
● Recruited, organized and supervises teams of 100+ volunteers and organizers for community outreach 
● Designed and created new canvassing and targeting techniques within VoteBuilder for constituent 

targeting 
● Build & logistically supported field plans with dynamic budgets & fundraising 

 
La’Ree Taylor 

Senior Organizer, Civic Operations Group  
Atlanta, GA 

 
Language Spoken: English 
Skills: Organizational Development, Strategic Planning & Analysis 
Education: Alabama State University, Bachelor of Arts in Mass Communications  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Deploys thousands of canvassers on any single day.  
● Built relationships with community leaders and activists in over 50 U.S. cities and counties. 
● Utilizes technology to provide top service during local, state and national emergencies 
● Organizes staff and volunteers to meet and exceed volunteer recruitment, voter contact and voter 

turnout goals 
● Successfully registered over 50,000 new registrations to vote leading up to the 2020 presidential 

elections and exceeded goals by 20,000 registrations 
● Developed and managed over 20 local volunteer offices throughout the US for various campaigns and 

relief programs. 
 



 
Valentina Vargas 

Organizer, Civic Operations Group  
Bayonne, NJ 

 
Languages Spoken: English and Spanish 
Skills: Excel, Google Suite, Microsoft Suite 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE  

● Deployed hundreds of paid canvassers in local and statewide programs 
● Trained recruiters to identify and fill canvassing and office positions     
● Managed in-field supervisors and paid canvassers day-to-day activity and progress 
● Coordinated volunteer efforts on various local campaigns 

 
Timmy R. Kimber 

Organizer, Civic Operations Group  
Hyattsville, Maryland 

 
Languages Spoken: English  
Skills: Data Management, Microsoft Suite 
Education: Jackson State University, Bachelors of Science in Communications 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE  

● Managed a team of canvassers, recruiters and office staff 
● Communicated progress to goals to senior management  
● Oversaw the recruitment, hiring and training of canvassers and office staff 
● Oversaw data collection and data management 

Joseph Winn 
Organizer, Civic Operations Group  

Alexandria, Virginia 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Spanish  
Skills: Minivan, Microsoft Suite  
Education: James Madison University, Bachelors of Arts in Political Science  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Hired and recruited canvassers for campaigns in Maine and Georgia sending out 40 canvassers per day 
● Led training and coaching of canvassers to most effectively use Minivan to meet door and contact goals 
● Analyzed data to ensure accuracy and accountability across programs.  
● Cured and Committed data for accuracy  



 

HUB 2 

 
Jacqueline Medina 

Senior Organizer, Civic Operations Group 
Jersey City, New Jersey 

 
 
Languages Spoken: English, Spanish 
Skills: Human Resources, Payroll Processing  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Assisted in the development of all COVID-19 contactless onboarding tools. 
● Managed recruitment teams that have trained 1000s of canvassers and volunteers. 
● Interviewed and ran background checks for potential canvassers on a daily basis 
● Validated time sheets and entered employee information and payroll data into the system 
● Trained bilingual staff on effective canvassing strategies and techniques 
● Identified strong staff, taught them leadership skills and promoted from within 

 
 
 
 
 

Nedim Novalic 
Organizer, Civic Operation Group  

St. Louis, MO 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Bosnian, Croatian Conversational Languages: Slovanian, Macedonian,Serbian 
Skills: Microsoft Office Suite, Google Suite 
Education: Fontbonne University, Bachelor of Science and Marketing 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Conduct daily training ranging from 1-2 hours on protocols and procedures of the campaign and also 
instruct them on how to use the app for recording results in the field. 

● Manage spreadsheets for the campaign in regard to recruitment, training and payroll. 
● Conducts daily team planning sessions. 

 
 
 



 
Marissa Mulligan 

Organizer, Civic Operations Group 
Washington, DC 

 
Language Spoken: English 
Skills: Payroll Processing, HR verification, Recruitment  
Educaction: The Catholic University of America, B.A. Political Science and a Minor in Media and 
Communications 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Developed and tailored interview questionnaires for multiple statewide campaigns  
● Oversaw employee HR information and payroll data processing  
● Responsible for internal staff development  

 
Julia Panepinto 

Organizer, Civic Operations Group  
Lewiston, ME 

 
Language Spoken: English and Spanish  
Skills: Intern Management, Recruitment, Public Speaking, Team building  
Education: Bates College, Bachelor of Arts. in Rhetoric with Minors in Education and Spanish  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Oversaw statewide recruitment and development efforts of canvassers and office staff in 2 statewide 
operations  

● Managed scheduling duties utilizing confirmation calls and texts and built out a custom CRM for 
canvasser hiring  

● Manages expansive operating budgets across multiple programs in multiple states. 

  



 

 
HUB 3 
 

Mohamad Abouelkhair 
Senior Organizer, Civic Operations Group  

Bayonne, New Jersey 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Arabic 
Skills: Excel, Canvass Management  
Education: Rutgers University in Brunswick, Biomedical Engineering 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Overseen dozens of statewide canvassing efforts in New Jersey, Texas, Maryland, and Georgia. 
● Serves as COG’s Muslim community relations manager. 
● Managed the hiring system for over 20,000 newly recruited canvassers. 
● Tracked and assessed organizers, recruiters, and office staff work productivity 
● Oversaw day to day operations in field offices 
● Maintained and tracked program spending and logistics 

 
 
 
 

Andressa Soares 
Executive Assistant, Civic Operations Group  

Hyattsville, Maryland 

 
Languages Spoken: English  
Skills: Data Management, Microsoft Suite 
Education: Rutgers University, Bachelor of Science Accounting 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Lead organizer for multiple municipal citizen outreach efforts in New Jersey, Maryland, New York and 
Georgia. 

● Creates project expense summaries and budget reports  
● Manages payroll and HR document collection and filing  
● Works with our compliance team with all canvasser onboarding. 

 
 



 
 

Kristen Carita 
Senior Organizer, Civic Operations Group  

New York, New York 

 
Languages Spoken: English  
Skills: Social Media, Copy Editing  
Education: East Carolina University, Bachelor’s of Science in Political Science, Bachelor of Arts in 
Communications, Public Relations concentration  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Serves as the liaison between the direct voter contact and social media branches of the programing to 
help ensure consistent messaging between all divisions  

● Researcher for multiple resource compilations. 
● Wrote and edited copy for write ups, blog posts, and graphics  
● Interacted with Facebook audience to answer questions, provide resources and actively combat 

misinformation 
● Tracked trends and themes between social media and direct voter contact across all 3 states  

 
 

Jason Ramos 
Recruitment Lead, Civic Operations Group  

Newark, New Jersey  

 
Languages Spoken: English and Spanish  
Skills: Recruitment, Hiring 
Education: Union Township High School 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Created and executed a comprehensive recruitment plan with target locations and quantitative goals  
● Interviews, onboarded and trained new canvassers  
● Oversaw the recruitment and training of bilingual canvassers  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Chris Camacho 
Organizer, Civic Operations Group  

Bayonne, New Jersey 

 
Language Spoken: English, Spanish  
Skills: Recruitment, Microsoft Suite 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Deployed hundreds of paid canvassers in local and statewide programs 
● Trained recruiters to identify and fill canvassing and office positions 
● Managed in-field supervisors and paid canvassers day-to-day activity and progress 
● Coordinated volunteer efforts on various local campaigns 

 
 
 
  



 
 

HUB 4 
 

James Mays 
Senior Organizer, Civic Operations Group 

Lexington, KY 

 
 
Languages Spoken: English 
Skills: Computer Skills with Mac and Windows OS, VAN/ MiniVAN, Recruitment, Training, Project Management 
Education: University of Louisville, Bachelor of Arts in Communications 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Manage recruitment, onboarding, training and in-field supervision efforts for multiple citizen outreach 
programs in over 5 states. 

● Serves as COG’s daily briefing coordinator, responsible for dissemination parallel tracking cultural 
proficiency talking points across all programming. 

● Manages the turf allocation and regional targeting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Janelly Concepcion 
Organizer, Civic Operations Group  

Paterson, New Jersey 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Spanish  
Skills: Team management, Recruitment  
Education:  Passaic County Community College, Associate of Arts in General Education  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Manages local and regional hubs to execute highly effective and targeted canvasses. 
● Communicated daily progress to goals to senior management  
● Oversaw the administrative duties in recruitment, hiring and training of canvassers and office staff 

 
 



 
 
 

Blake Yoder 
Senior Organizer, Civic Operations Group  

Seattle, WA 

 
Language Spoken: English 
Skills: Data Analysis, Google Studio, Microsoft Office 
Education: B.A. Political Science, Columbia College   
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Managed field operations for a variety of campaigns ranging from political to non-profit  
● Managed the daily operations and training of office staff, data operations, supervisors, and canvassers 
● Created Data Studio reports that were directly tied with google sheets to continuously track and 

monitor our daily operations 
● Oversaw accountability for multiple programs statewide  

 
 

Harper Winston 
Organizer, Civic Operations Group 

Pitman, NJ 

 
Languages Spoken: English 
Skills: Management, Leadership, Training 
Education:  Rowan University, Bachelor of Arts in Political Science 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Experience in all roles in field organizing - recruiting, training, administration, and office leadership 
● Responsible for analyzing statewide data collected weekly to adjust messaging and targeting.  

 
 
  



 
 

HUB 5 
 

Ariagna Perello 
Organizer, Civic Operations Group 

Newark, NJ 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Spanish 
Skills: Office administration, Event Production, Notary Public, Community Outreach 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 
 

● Developed strategic customized plans and solutions to achieve target goals utilizing data and CRM 
tools  

● Onboarded new employees, including orientation, paperwork auditing, and ADP data entry 
● Conducted routine audits of I-9s, supervisor updates, headcount reports, employee handbook 

acknowledgement forms, and various other documents  
 
 
 
 

Moyah Dabla 
Senior Organizer, Civic Operations Group  

Mount Holly, NJ

 
Languages Spoken: English, Vai  
Skills: Data Management, Microsoft Suite 
Education: Rowan University and Rancocas Valley Regional High School 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Oversaw multiple county-wide COVID outreach program  
● Tracked and managed relevant data collected from constituency outreach  
● Used quantitative and qualitative feedback from in the field to pivot campaign messaging  
● Maintained and tracked program spending and logistics 
● Member of Phi Beta Sigma 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Zechariah J. Davidson-Cunningham 
Organizer, Civic Operations Group 

Jersey City, New Jersey 

 
Languages Spoken: English 
Skills: Data Management and Data Analysis 
Education: Le Moyne College, Bachelor of Arts in Political Science with Minor Degrees in Chemistry and 
Biology  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Recruited, organized and supervised teams of 100+ volunteers and organizers for community 
outreach. 

● Designed and created new canvassing and targeting techniques within VoteBuilder for constituent 
targeting 
 

 
 

Bryson McDonald 
Recruitment Lead, Civic Operations Group  

Union, New Jersey  
 

 
Language Spoken: English, German 
Skills: Recruitment, Hiring  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE  
 

● Oversaw local recruitment operations of 100+ canvassers in 3 issue-based campaigns  
● Interviews, onboarded and trained new canvassers  
● Oversaw the recruitment and training of bilingual canvassers  
● Created a recruitment plan with target locations and goals  

 
 



 
 
 

Benjamin Mitchell 
Organizer, Civic Operations Group 

Portland, ME 

 
 
Languages Spoken: English 
Skills: Research, Office Suite, Logistics Management, Training, VAN (Votebuilder and TargetSmart) 
Education: Bachelor of Arts in Political Science from Clark University, Juris Doctor from University of Maine 
School of Law 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Created training materials and scripts to develop the communication and messaging skills of 
canvassers across multiple statewide efforts  

● Compiled daily reports on canvasser results and voter input. 
● Coordinates with supervisors and canvassers in the field to ensure accountability. 

 
 
  



 
 

HUB 6 
 

Martin Lomeli 
Senior Organizer, Civic Operations Group 

Baltimore, Maryland 

 
 
Languages Spoken: English, Spanish 
Skills: Organizational Management 
Education: Morton College, Focus in Business Management and Biology 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE  

● Managed volunteer training, voter registration, absentee, early voting and voter contact programs such 
as phone banks, texting programs and canvasses (volunteer and paid) 

● Developed best practices for remote phone banking and text banking accountability tools. 
● Manages dozens of remote organizing teams across multiple states. 
● Recruited, organized and supervises teams of 100+ volunteers and organizers for community outreach 
● Designed and created new canvassing and targeting techniques within government data files for 

constituent targeting 
 

Maisheda Lee Lucas 
Senior Organizer, Civic Operations Group 

Philadelphia, PA 

 
Languages Spoken: English 
Skills: Event planning, Community organizing  
Education: Howard University, Bachelors of Arts Music Education  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

● Worked with multiple unions and Labor partners to staff and implement plans for constituent 
engagement including work done in 5 states in 2020. 

● Spearheads local grassroots and virtual events to recruit volunteers, spread messaging and gather real-
time intelligence. 

● Reports key qualitative and quantitative data to accountability and intelligence gathering teams for 
real-time knowledge of concerns from the field. 

● Engages with local and regional community leaders to build capacity and regional support. 
 



 
 

Corrine Couch 
Organizer, Civic Operations Group  

Jersey City, NJ 

 
Languages Spoken: English, Spanish 
Skills: Google Suite, Microsoft 360 
Education: Associate of Arts in Political Science and Behavioral Science from Santa Barbara City College, 
Bachelor of Arts in Political Science magna cum laude from University of Memphis 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE  

● Hires and trains new phone and text bankers for a fully remote constituency contact and messaging 
programs. 

● Helped provide COVID-19 resources as well as actively combatting disinformation. 
● Managed a team of over 20+ remote phone and text bankers.  
● Manages the quality and accountability of 100K-200K text messages per day. 
● Utilizes qualitative and quantitative feedback to fine tune campaign messaging. 

 



III. PRICING 

Below is a fee proposal for a dynamic field and remote organizing program in NJ. The fee proposal is based in 
part, on five hour shifts paying $25/hr for canvass shifts and training, $20/hr for phone and text banking shifts 
and training, $30/hr for canvass supervisors, and $25/hr for recruitment. During this time, the cost of recruiting, 
retaining canvassers, insurance, and liability have increased dramatically. However, the size and scope of this 
program can be scaled up or down, depending on programmatic needs. 

This program with a tentative start date of June 1st  2021 operating through June 1st  2022. This program 
includes 9,000 door to door canvass shifts making a total of 728,737 knocks and 5,000 high traffic shifts 
making a total of 583,340 attempts. The field activity will be layered with  4,500 remote organizing shifts 
making 4,189,006 calls and sending approximately 1,001,252 texts. Our team would quickly ramp up 
operations in the first twelve weeks and be at capacity with 70 canvass shifts a day and 22 remote organizing 
shifts a day. On past programs, we have found that it takes multiple passes to a group of target residents to build 
trust and encourage an action such as signing up for the vaccine in real-time. 



IV. APPENDIX  

A. Required Forms, Registrations, and Certificates are below in the following order 
1. MacBride Principles of Certification 
2. Ownership Disclosure Form  
3. Disclosure of Investigations and Other Actions Involving Bidder Form 
4. Source Disclosure 
5. Affirmative Action  
6. Insurance Certificates 
7. Disclosure of Investment Activities in Iran 
8. Business Registration  
9. Standard Terms and Conditions 
10. Waiver of the Standard Terms and Conditions 
11. MWBE Certification 
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